We are hiring.
We are pmd, the world's leading supplier of 3D image sensor technologies based on the Time-of-Flight
principle. Our customers from the consumer, automotive, industrial automation, robotics and medical
technology industries trust our reliable reference designs and powerful image sensors for 3D distance
measurements. Our technology is integrated into smartphones, VR/AR headsets, robots and smart home
devices.
More than 250 worldwide patents in this field, numerous awards and agile, dynamic product teams
characterize our strong and innovative focus. We belong to the internationally operating ifm group with
more than 6.000 employees.
For our new branch in Seoul we are looking for a

Software Engineer – Integration Support
in Seoul, Korea

Your tasks:
You are a local representative of the Field Software Engineering (FSE) team of pmd’s Software Group.
Your task is to support on-site customers, who wish to integrate pmd’s depth camera software into their
products.
You are co-working with a strong back office software support team at pmd’s headquarter in Germany
and various headquarter-based engineers, who will temporarily work on-site with you as well.
You are establishing and maintaining the relationship with the customer on the working-level and provide
direct technical support while you structure the remote support for the back office software support team.

Your profile:










Willingness to travel (Asia/Europe/USA)
Fluent in English
Excellent C/C++ skills
Experience with ARM CPUs and development kits
Deep knowledge of Android systems (AOSP, Camera2, NDK/SDK, etc.)
Linux Kernel development knowledge a plus
Experience with time-of-flight cameras a plus
Proficiency in CMake a plus
German language a plus

Your advantages:







Attractive salary with variable components
Innovative work environment
Broad spectrum of activities
Most modern working conditions
Co-work in a highly motivated team
Continuous opportunities to evolve and educate yourself

ca n you i ma gin e? We’re looking forward to meet you.
Please send your application documents via: www.pmd-jobs.com

pmdtechnologies ag, Joanna Wolska (+49 271 238538-801),
Am Eichenhang 50, 57076 Siegen, Germany
pmdtec.com

